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Linux System Administration and Backup Tools for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2001
This redbook gives you an understanding of the unified system administration incorporated in the Caldera OpenLinux, Red Hat Linux, SuSE Linux and TurboLinux operating systems. It also provides information on three Linux backup and recovery applications supported by these operating systems.

This redbook provides an understanding of Linux...
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Software Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Software design is a multi-disciplinary activity that develops tools through effective communication of ideas and the use of engineering practices. This text provides an overview and perspective of software design within the context of software development and also of more general thinking about design issues. It examines the nature of design...
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XHTML EssentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With Web access becoming available through TV, handheld devices, and even phones, developers need to create sites that can be viewed from different environments, not just from the desktop. Introducing XHTML, the next generation HTML, this practical guide jumpstarts Web developers on the technology that ensures that their Web pages stay true-to-form...
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IronRuby UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly...
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A Philosophy of Cinematic ArtCambridge University Press, 2010
A Philosophy of Cinematic Art is a systematic study of cinema as an art form, showing how the medium conditions fundamental features of cinematic artworks. It discusses the status of cinema as an art form, whether there is a language of film, realism in cinema, cinematic authorship, intentionalist and constructivist theories of interpretation,...
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Innovate the Future: A Radical New Approach to IT InnovationPrentice Hall, 2010

	A Proven, Step-by-Step Method for Consistently Creating Revolutionary Products, Services, and Processes


	 


	When it comes to entering, creating, or dominating markets, disruptive innovation is the most powerful tool you have. Unfortunately, most companies find...
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Murach's C++ 2008 (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2009

	Finally, a great training and reference book for Visual C++ by Dr. Prentiss Knowlton, an instructor of C++ since its inception. This book helps you master C++ 2008 quickly and easily by using all the time- and work-saving features of Visual Studio. That's true whether you're a:

	
		Java developer who wants to learn...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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Beginning iOS 7 Development: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2014

	The team that brought you the bestselling Beginning iPhone Development is back again for Beginning iOS 7 Development, bringing this definitive guide up-to-date with Apple's latest and greatest iOS 7 SDK, as well as with the latest version of Xcode.


	There’s coverage of brand-new technologies, including a...
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Matplotlib Plotting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a cookbook style approach that puts orthogonal and non-redundant recipes in your hands. Rather than rehashing the user manual, the explanations expose the underlying logic behind Matplotlib.

	

	If you are an engineer or scientist who wants to create great visualizations with Python, rather than yet another...
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REST API Design RulebookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll...
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Game Programming Using QTPackt Publishing, 2016

	A complete guide to designing and building fun games with Qt and Qt Quick 2 using associated toolsets


	About This Book

	
		Learn to create simple 2D to complex 3D graphics and games using all possible tools and widgets available for game development in Qt
	
		Understand technologies such as QML,...
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